Workshops are offered in addition to the Convention. These are
hands-on one of a kind learning experiences. Some of these classes
are not offered anywhere else.
Wednesday, June 3, 2020 FULL-DAY
9:00am – 5:00pm
THE FOUNDATION COURSE IN DOWSING
an ancient technique to determine your truth
School Instructors: Joan Reid, Tick Gaudreau, and other experienced dowsers

“Dowsing changed my life and the lives of my loved ones.”
Your instructors will share their knowledge of the art and science of dowsing so that you
can fully participate in this ancient means of knowing. Many of us dowse to find lost
objects, keys, pets, and other personal items. Some of us are also called upon to dowse
for water, oil, and minerals. We use dowsing to get answers to “yes and no” questions, to
help us navigate our future and to make decisions.
The goal of this class is for you to learn the “Foundation” of dowsing and give you the
hands on practice you need so that dowsing becomes a part of you.
Course materials will be included. Your kit will include: pendulum, Y-Rod, L-Rod,
Bobber, and the Foundation Course Manual (which contains a wealth of information
about dowsing).
You will learn how to:
 use the four basic dowsing tools included in your kit
 properly prepare yourself to dowse
 ask valid questions to receive answers
You will be coached by seasoned dowsers in small groups and given individualized
attention. We will answer your questions, share a few dowsing stories, laughs, and
experiences.
Finally, at the end of a fun and fast paced learning day when the course is completed, you
will have the skills, knowledge, basic tools, and confidence you will need to commence
your dowsing journey and further studies.
You will receive a certificate as a reminder of your achievements.
.

*Note: Course materials included in fee.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3, 2020 – HALF DAY WORKSHOPS
MORNING
9:00am – 12:00pm
HEALERS’ RETREAT – Marty Lucas
Join me for a half day of field tested radionic and energy, tools, techniques and procedures.
Expect to feel more relaxed, more energized and less stressed. All too often we concentrate on
just helping others, here is your chance to pamper yourself a bit and learn a few things to take
back with you.

YOUR 2020 DOWSER’S MANIFESTATION TOOL KIT – Susan Rose
Incorporating exciting elements from spiritual healing and hypnosis into a dowser’s routine will
ensure that your ability to Manifest What You Desire continues to grow.
Learn the steps of energy field enhancement that are essential in supporting a clear pathway to
health, happiness and success – and manifesting.
You will learn and apply new methods, including how to realign key aspects of your biofield for
resilience to stress and forward momentum. You will learn how to systematically begin clearing
the way to higher vibrations. You will learn how to release impediments to very specific goals or
desires, and you will leave with a renewed reconnection with guidance, intuition, and grace.
Finally, you will leave with a daily routine and protocols you can use to maintain this momentum
in your life.
You can use all new protocols and techniques immediately – to carry on enhancing your life!

HEAL YOURSELF TO HEAL YOUR WORLD – Roxanne Louise
There is no way things will improve in the world until the consciousness of people changes.
Reality reflects collective consciousness. Yet, when enough people heal their own personal
issues and raise their frequency, it causes a tipping point, and the whole of humanity lifts
up. Each individual has the power to make a difference! This information packed workshop is
filled with multiple practical techniques. Learn how to locate and resolve the root cause of
interpersonal issues, bad decisions, habits, self-sabotage or other problems whether they stem
from this life, family, culture or ancestors, or past lives. This can include unresolved mental and
emotional issues, detrimental beliefs including negative self-identity, and negative judgments of
others. Apply all healing throughout all timelines, and offer that healing to others. As each
person heals, it makes it easier for the next to do so. Start a tsunami of healing for the planet!
This powerful class includes a free follow-up teleconference session TBA.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3, 2020 – HALF DAY WORKSHOPS
AFTERNOON
2:00pm – 5:00pm
CREATING CEREMONIAL SPACE – Sandi Isgro
Get ready to create a different Labyrinth and in a different way for the purpose of raising the
consciousness of the planet and ourselves. In this workshop participants will co-create a very
large labyrinth for a later Conference Consciousness Raising Ceremony open to everyone. In this
workshop, participants will co-create with earth consciousness, focus intention for the labyrinth
and participate in leading the consciousness ceremony. You will be able to then use this
knowledge to create sacred space for special occasions in your life - weddings, births, deaths,
and anything else you wish to celebrate for yourself and others. Join me/us in this unusual cocreative event.

ACTIVATING YOUR DORMANT DNA & SACRED KEY CODES FOR
YOU, YOUR ANIMALS & YOUR ANCESTRAL LINEAGE – Lori Spagna
This workshop is a more elaborate practicum of my convention presentation.
Your DNA Strands are holding the keys and the codes – Sacred Key Codes ~ to awaken YOUR
greatest potential and align you with the highest and best version of yourself. The Crystalline
Realm and YOUR own dormant DNA has held this information and energy stored up, like record
keepers, waiting for you to access.
These are Light Encoded Frequency Activations to assist you in remembering more of the
highest truths, raising your own vibrational frequency, embodying the lightest and highest light.
These energetic attunements are designed to allow your Spiritual transformation and
Consciousness expansion to be easy, graceful, benevolent, effortless.
During this workshop and group activation we will discuss and experience:
*The Crystals and The Crystalline Realm ~ Communication in a T
*Ascension & The New Paradigm on Earth
• Understand Ascension & The Ascension Timelines
*The Old Paradigm & The Matrix
• How Unplug from the 3D Reality and The Matrix
• Clear, heal and resolve your genetic make-up in your DNA (including EVERY illness
and dis-ease)
• Learn about your Sacred Key Codes hidden in your dormant DNA
• Strengthen Your Alignment with our True Source ~ Divine Creator Light
• Awaken your dormant DNA & your Dormant Potential including your INNER SOURCE
of Infinite Gifts, Talents and Abilities
• Activate your Star Code Markings
• Reveal your Sacred Key Codes
• Learn what lies beyond the first 12 strands of DNA: 444 potential strands of unawakened DNA

• Up-level to the NEW PARADIGM 5th Dimension
• Shift into the 5th Dimensional Reality and beyond

DOWSING AS A DIVINE INTERVENTION IN HEALING – Alicja Aratyn
Behind every act of Creation there is a Divine Force. We call upon it while in need.
There are 2 types of powers involved in healing: external (Divine) and internal (our mind).
Let’s experience healing by both of these forces: external, as Sacred Geometry of the whole
Universe, and internal - our own self-healing ability depending on the potency of our brain.
We will explore the secrets of ancient Egyptian knowledge about Three Sacred Energies:
Ultraviolet, Gold and Negative Green – energies, which when working simultaneously heal,
clear and protect. One of them, Negative Green, is mistakenly believed to be harmful. Is it
healing or killing then? Let’s learn about aspects of colors. Do all colors have aspects?
Correlation between aspects of colors and aspects of our souls. Does dowsing heal physical
body, emotions or soul separately or all of them together and what are the criteria? Many simply
methods of healing yourself and others on the spot and remotely will be presented and practiced.
Let’s experience the healing effect this very potent Healing Triad! Useful and a skill-building
course.
Bonus: you will learn how to make your own Holy Water.
Alicja is an engineer and a pastor, who for over 30 years has worked to heal people around the
world using the power of healing pendulums and brain stimulating methods.

The Care & Feeding of Heart, Consciousness, Will & Body – Alice Harwood
How do you strengthen and nourish your complete Self? What is food for the heart,
consciousness, will and body? What are the nutritional requirements to sustain and support
spiritual development, emotional wisdom and mental clarity?
In this workshop we will embrace these four symbiotic dimensions and the energetic attention
and soul-food they require. Additionally, we will explore the expanded chakra system to awaken
new possibilities in meaningful ways for beneficial growth and individual empowerment.
The in depth experience will include handouts, exercises, individual- and team-work which
allows you to absorb and digest information easily. These “recipes” can assist in providing an
expanded understanding of Self; an awareness of what real nourishment looks like and how the
right choices can be rewarding and satisfying at every level. An enlightened menu happens
gradually, as you become wiser, more awakened, aware and alive.

